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The Lear Fan Jet  Bill Lear designed and his wife, Moya, built after his death■
Activities Director Resigns
by Mary Fitzgerald 
Staff Writer
On October 12, 1983, Mrs. 
Debra Palka, Director of Student 
Activities, announced her resigna­
tion.
Mrs. Palka, who’s been with the College 
for about two years now,-had this to say: “I 
am leaving for personal reasons and am 
on good terms with the administration and 
hopefully the students. I will miss you all 
and will be back to visit the College.”
In a recent interview, Paul Hughes, 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs, 
elaborated on the resignation of Mrs. 
Palka. A classified advertisement was 
placed in the Buffalo News in regards to 
the vacant position. Applications were due
on Oct. 28, and now are going through the 
evaluation process: first by Dean Hughes 
(who will pick the four best), and therr by 
an evaluation committee made up of two 
students, two faculty members and two 
members of the Student Affairs Office.
The qualifications for the job are a 
Masters degree, some experience in pro­
gramming and student union organiza­
tions, energetic, bright, competent, and 
friendly towards everyone. Minor changes 
in the job tentatively planned are different 
job hours: either noon to 8 pm or 1 to 9 
pm weekdays.
Dean Hughes feels disappointed that 
Mrs. Palka is leaving but understands her 
reasons, for “she can’t put 100%  to her job 
and her family. One has to lose out.” He 
wishes her the very best.
Retreat Offers Students A Break
by Mary Gennaro 
News Editor
The Campus Ministry annually 
offers a special weekend retreat 
after the midterm rush. This 
semester nine students were able to 
participate in this Break-away Pro­
gram. The retreat offers students 
time away from Daemen and time
for prayer and recreation.
The retreat is held at a very scenic loca­
tion, Mount Carmel Retreat Center in 
Niagara Falls, Ontario. The center, which 
once was a seminary, is set on high ground 
where one is within seeing and walking 
distance of the Falls.
The weekend began Friday evening and 
ended late Saturday evening. Since I was
(see RETREAT, page 8)
by Robert Macre 
Editor-in-Chief
On October 13, 1983 Moya 
Olsen Lear, Chairman of the Board 
of Lear Avia (Lear Jet), spoke at 
the Daemen Forum in the Ex­
ecutive Dining Room.
Mrs. Lear carried out her husband’s dy­
ing wish to finish his revolutionary aircraft. 
For 36 years, Mrs. Lear’s career was to be 
a wife, motherland confidant to Bill Lear. 
After Bill died in 1978, with the plane 
designs only on the drawing board, Moya 
took over and fulfilled her husband’s wish 
to finish the plane. >s_
Lear Avia, based in Reno, Nevada, cur­
rently employes over 1,000 persons in two 
plants. During her 36-year marriage to Bill, 
Moya said she learned by osmosis the 
operations of the company. “I was always 
caught up in his work and simply carried 
on to the best of my ability and surround­
ing myself at the plant with dedicated, 
knowledgeable people who became my 
family.” Moya continued to point out that 
if you love truly, you can get through that 
“white water.”
Early in his career, as Moya explained, 
Bill went broke, production went down, 
and the company went bankrupt. Moya 
didn’t understand that. Neither did Bill. He 
said they wouldn’t bankrupt his mind.
In the 1950’s, airplane pilots had gone 
to Bill Lear and asked him to design a bet­
ter automatic pilot system which the pilots 
were going to use during wartime. Moya 
said that the current automatic pilots of 
that time were the size of a podium. “The 
one Bill designed was the size of three cigar 
boxes,v Moya pointed out.
In the 1960’s, when Bill was in his six­
ties, he and Moya moved to Witchita, 
Kansas. There Bill continued to work on 
the plane at the same time he was working 
on an 8-track stereo, which, as Moya 
laughingly added, “was doubted by 
everyone else. Bill showed them though. 
In 1967, Bill and Moya sold their company 
to Lear Gates.
“In the 1970’s, “Bill and I had a lot to 
laugh about,” commented Moya. “We had 
just put in $17 million into the steam 
engine.” In 1978, unfortunately, Bill Lear 
died of Leukemia. On his death bed, he 
asked Moya to make sure his project went 
through.
The pilots and workers told her to “go 
for it” since she was staying. Today it’s a 
$100 million project with prototype testing 
being prepared for certification by the U .S 
Government in March! Currently, two ol 
the Lear Fan Jets are being flown uncom 
mercially for testing purposes.
At the end of her lecture, Mrs. Lear was 
awarded the President’s Medal by Dr 
Robert S. Marshall, Daemen President.
G y m  U p d a t e . . . .
Photo by Michael Piscitello/The Ascent
Workmen guide flow o f cement into mold for the foundation. This photo was taken about two 
weeks ago. Presently, the foundation is nearly complete.
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By Sharon-Kathleen O’Connor 
Managing Editor 
Recently, Sigma Phi Epsilon 
held a Roommate Game in which 
six students went on stage and 
answered questions about their 
roommates. For three dollars, you 
could drink all the beer you could 
handle and the night would’ve 
been great except for a few choice 
members of the audience.
Some rugby players from UB came over 
ancl decided to join in our fun. When the 
game started, they yelled assorted remarks 
that got louder and more obnoxious as the
I would like to respond to the 
Editorial which appeared in the 
1 0 /6 /8 3  issue.
First, I would like to apologize to the 
students for wasting their valuable space, 
but a response to the editorial is necessary. 
This response is not intended to offend any 
individuals or The Ascent; it is merely to 
set the record straight and to defend (not 
that it is needed) the S.A.
The Editor seemed worried abouf “S . A. 
being the only vehicle used in the distribu­
tion of the student activity fee.” The S.A. 
senate is a group of 15 elected students, 
elected by the entire student body. This 
group of elected students, among other 
duties, is to spend the Student Activities 
fee. What’s wrong with elected students 
spending the students’ money? Isn’t that 
what our local, state and national 
representatives do?
On 10/6/83 Francis Balzerzak of 
Business Affairs informed me that S.A. 
had $38,400 for the semester. The S.A. is 
not trying to hide anything; those figures 
were riot available until The Ascent's 
editorial had already appeared. We can’t 
tell you how much we have until the 
school has calculated the figures, which 
usually takes weeks. Concerning the peti- ' 
tjon, the Editor lead some people to 
believe that the petition was not going to 
be made public or presented to the senate.
What good is a petition if it is never to be 
presented? Would 200 people have signed 
it if the Editor had fully explained the peti­
tion?
In the editorial, the Editor-in-Chief, 
Robert Macre, quotes the Student Hand­
book: “The content and director of The 
Ascent is determined by the majority of the 
editorial staff ”;  To get around this, the 
Editpr alienates the Managing Editor, in­
timidating her because she wanted him to 
be reasonable in his editorial. His response 
was that no one cari edit or tell him what to 
write or exclude in “content.”
It could be that the majority of the 
Editorial Staff wanted to present a very un­
favorable editorial, but T doubt it. I realize 
that Editorials don’t always reflect the opi­
nion of the entire staff. The Editor wanted 
to exclude from The Ascent anything that 
was favorable to the S.A .; this definitely 
was not an editorial staff decision. 1 am 
referring to the letter from an alumnus that 
the editor took out after the staff decided at
night wore on. Soon they were annoying 
the players as well as the audience. Then, 
when one of the contestants was trying to 
answer one of the questions, a UB student 
jumped on stage, grabbed a microphone 
and began to sing. He scared the players, 
and it took a while before the Sig Ep guys 
could get him off the stage. Then, later, 
when the players were sitting on stage, one 
of the rugby players threw beer on a con­
testant. She retaliated by throwing beer 
back on them which was followed by 
obscenities being yelled back and forth un­
til they could be quieted down. i
After the game was over, the students 
either continued to drink upstairs or went
layout that it would appear. It was not until 
the third issue that the letter appeared. 
Also, the Editor-in-Chief didn’t allow the 
S.A. reporter, Amy Pick well, to feel a part 
of the staff. I believe he was afraid she 
would write favorably about S.A. Hence, 
she left the staff before ever finishing her 
articles.
This is a very serious allegation. I hope 
this situation changes immediately, and I 
will personally see to it that Sharom 
Kathleen O’Connor is not further alienated 
and that she doesn’t quit. She was only 
trying to be professional, not to “kiss ass” 
to anyone, when she called me to tell me 
of the Editor and the Business Manager’s 
plans to edit my response to the point of 
changing it. The S.A ., despite the Editor’s 
belief, to the contrary, did not expect 
$1 ,300 to be made up through revenues. 
Nor did the senate “contradict” itself by 
saying “increase ads” for money and 
“decrease ads” for content. It was only 
asked  whether The Ascent could increase 
its ads. It is possible to increase the size of 
the issue by selling ads on on e  full page of 
four additional pages. These decisions are 
and were left to The Ascent.
The “polite letter” was in response to, 
complaints that organizations didn’t know 
why or where they were cut. It is unfair to 
knock an attempt by the Senate to com­
municate better with the organizations. 
The Senate is not merely a money spend­
ing organization, as he implied in his 
editorial: “Maybe if they did what they 
were supposed to ... .” We are the students’ 
organization, and we want to be recog­
nized as such.
Now, let’s go over the budget with the 
entire community. Just to set the record 
straight, the budget was cut by $1301.16. 
Printing was cut from $3470.40 to 
$2853.00. From (2) 12 page and (4) 8 
page issues to (6) 8  page issues. As I men­
tioned earlier, The Ascent could increase 
the pages in an issue by four pages of they 
could sell one of the four pages. Also, The 
Ascent already had a twelve page issue. 
Photography was cut from $666 to $350. 
The Ascent planned on using six rolls of 
film per issue (72 pictures at 12 exposures, 
216 pictures at 36 exposures). Also they 
were supposed to share with the Summit 
yearbook, who received funding for 
photos also.
Cut from the budget was $108, $36 for 
movie reviews and $72 for dining out.
downstairs to the Rat. Unfortunately, the 
UB guys started to hassel the Sig Ep guys 
and our Director of Student Activities.
This is not the first time something like 
this has happened. There have been other 
events at which students from other col­
leges have come by and caused trouble. 
This has become annoying to Daemen 
students who are just looking for a good 
time. If this continues, student I.D.’s will 
have to be checked and only Daemen 
students should be allowed to go to the 
functions. Although that would perhaps 
cut down on sopie of the people coming to 
the functions, at least the Daemen students 
would feel safe.
Editorial
The senate made it very clear, both in 
the “polite letter” and at an S.A. meeting, 
that we encouraged and liked the idea pf 
reviews; however, we would not give fun­
ding. The Ascent could have researched to 
see whether restaurants would give com­
plimentary dinners to review columnists. 
There are also other ways of having these 
columns without students paying the cost.
I reiterate; the Senate did not try to 
“predetermine the content” of The Ascent. 
In fact, we encouraged The Ascent to con­
tinue the columns'. Cut’irony the budget 
was $78 .30  for gas mileage. Other 
organizations either don’t ask or don’t get 
funding for this expense. Besides $2.90 
per 10 miles didn’t seem reasonable. $72 
(24 in stolen items) was cut; the student 
association should not have to replace 
stplen items. It they can’t be covered under 
insurance or replaced through revenues, 
then they can’t be replaced.
Miscellaneous costs were cut from $145 
to $36, (supplies were, and are, available 
in the S.A. office for organization use). Art 
supplies remained at $32 .50  and $154 
was given for paid features. TOTAL 
budget requested $4726.66. Total budget 
allocated $3425.50.
The Ascent, under the same editorship, 
managed in the Spring of ’83 with a budget 
of $2427.
In conclusion, I would like to express my 
desires that this whole budget problem be­
tween S.A. and The Ascent end here. 
There are some things that don’t fall 
favorably on The Ascent, but the Editor 
last night convinced me to add those things 
to my response .
When the funds for MY (and all the 
students’) newspaper were cut, both 
reason and good judgment were used. 
The decision the senate made was a good 
decision.
I feel that the cut in funds will not and 
should not affect the quality of The Ascent. 
Many of the problems could have been 
avoided had past staff members better 
prepared the present staff members. I 
hope the Editor keeps this in mind when 
he leaves the staff.
William F. Whelan
President of the Student Assn.
EDITOR’S  NOTE: To the best o f  my 
know ledge, som e o f  the material has been  
incorrectly reported a n d /o r  distorted.
TO THE ED ITO R S
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Academic Journal Now 
Accepting Material for Publication
A Step Ascending, Daemen’s academic 
journal, is about to start its eighth season of 
publication. For those of you who don’t 
know what the journal is about, A Step
Sharon-Kathleen O’Connor, Editor
Ascending is a magazine filled with 
photographs, poetry, short stories, essays, 
excerpts from term papers, and 
photographs of art work in all media. All 
the materials are done by Daemen College 
students.
Don’t think you have to be an artist or an 
English major to submit work!!! Any stu­
dent, full- or part-time, can publish 
something-in A Step Ascending. Just 
choose one or more of your favorite works 
and submit them to Dr. O’Neil (DS 243) or 
to Sharon-Kathleen O’Connor (Lourdes 
206 or mailbox #359).
All entries will be fairly judged. But don’t 
be shy! A Step Ascending is a great way to 
display your talents. The deadline will be in 
January, so get to work. If you have any 
questions, contact Sharon-Kathleen 
O’Connor at ext. 207.
Deputy Explains Drug and Alcohol Reg.
by Lisa Bowden 
Associate Features Editor
On Thursday, Oct. 20 , Tri-Beta 
sponsored a drug and alcohol lec­
ture. The presentation was by 
Deputy Mike Licata from the Erie 
County Sheriffs Department. Ac­
cording to the club’s President, 
Barb Miller, it was an interesting 
lecture containing more informa­
tion from experience than from 
documented proof of the effects of 
drugs and alcohol.
Deputy Licata first discussed the process 
of testing drunk drivers. When first pulled 
over, a driver is given a test quite similar to 
the breathilizer test. On the indicator are 
three colors: red, yellow, and green. If the 
test indicates red, the individual will be 
taken in for further testing; otherwise the 
person will be let off with just a warnirig. 
Administered at the station are the 
breathalizer, finger-to-nose, and walk-a- 
straight-line tests. Punishment is based on 
the quantity of alcohol found in the 
system.
Continuing with his lecture, Licata 
stated that he had once been an under­
cover cop . His decision to do so was based 
on an incident that occurred while he was 
in a frat at college. The frat had been on 
the roof of a  nine story building drinking 
and using illicit drugs when one of the 
brothers “freaked out” and jumped, falling 
through the window of a car Licata was sit­
ting in below. From this death, Licata 
began his career as an undercover cop.
During the course of this career, he was 
involved in a number of cases where drug 
abuse, particularly PCP or angel dust, 
caused individuals to commit such acts as 
escaping from handcuffs by breaking the 
chain apart, burning a hand so badly as to 
be amputated, and committing suicide. 
Licata decided to end his career when he 
had to work on a case in which a woman, 
under the, influence of angel dust, killed 
her two children. He found that the 
woman had cut up her 4-year-old and put 
the pieces in the freezer. She had taken the 
other child, cut open the stomach, stuffed 
it with break and baked it.
Concluding his lecture, Licata ad­
dressed the fact that marijuana has gained 
more potency in recent years. It is also be­
ing mixed with a variety of materials from 
angel dust to dried horse manure.
Everybody’s Org. Picking Up Speed
By Jill Debus 
Staff Writer
September 27th was a special 
day for Everybody’s Organization. 
That was the day the group came to 
life.
A dozen students met that night to 
discuss the organization’s background, by­
laws, and future. Everybody’s Organiza­
tion was active on campus a few years ago, 
but it had disbanded because of lack of in­
terest. Now, however, several students 
have realized that there is a need for a 
group like Everybody’s, so it is back once 
again.
The current by-laws list the objectives as 
“to assist all physically disabled and han­
dicapped students to further their educa­
tion with the least number of barriers, to 
promote a better understanding between 
the handicapped and non-handicapped, 
to further the rights of the disabled on cam­
pus, and to unite all organizations and 
students for the overall improvement of 
the college.” Everybody’s Organization
does not wish to focus on the differences 
between the disabled and the able-bodied; 
however, the differences must be recogniz­
ed so that they may be overcome. All 
human beings, handicapped or non­
handicapped, have the same wishes, 
desires, needs, and emotions. The only 
difference between the two types of people 
is the manner in which they perform a task 
or approach a problem; this is also the 
same difference that makes us all in­
dividuals.
At the second meeting, officers were 
elected as follows: President •— Jill Debus, 
Secretary — Amy Pickwell, and Treasurer 
— Sha O’Connor. Dean Hughes agreed 
to be the group’s advisor.
Everybody’s Organization is planning an 
Awareness Day for the spring semester. 
The purpose is to inform the college com­
munity of the barriers faced by the han­
dicapped. Anyone interested in Every­
body’s Organization should contact one of 
the officers or attend a meeting. The group 
meets every Tuesday, 7 :00  pm, in Wick 
113-115. '
A Tribute To Jessica Savitch
(Quotes used taken from her autobiography, Anchorwoman) 
by Holly Seeger 
Associate News Editor
“Just when I’m on the verge of throwing up my hands and saying 
‘Is this all there is?’, I here from someone who says, ‘You reached 
me. You touched me. You made a difference in my life.’ ” For many 
viewers around the country, newswoman Jessica Savitch was able to 
do just that. She was an intelligent, talented, and extremely 
dedicated broadcaster who rose straight to the top of the business 
only after many years of toil and travail. Her tragic death on October 
24th at the age of 35  was a terrible loss not only to the broadcasting 
industry but also to the many millions of viewers that had grown ac­
customed to her punchy news delivery and self-assured smile.
Miss Savitch’s career, which was later to be beset by several per­
sonal tragedies, began when she was 14 in Pleasantville, New 
Jersey. Two years earlier, her family had to move from the home in 
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania to Margate, New Jersey following the 
sudden death of her father. The experience that she received at 
WOND Radio as a teenager in Pleasantville was enough to convince 
her that communications was to be her chosen field.
Upon graduation from high school, Jessica attended Ithaca Col­
lege in upstate New York. During her 4  years there, she worked at 
the College radio and T V . stations as well as serving as the female 
disc jockey “Honeybee” for WBBF in Rochester.
For the past few years Savitch had been returning to Ithaca to 
teach a one-week, intensive course in broadcasting. The college 
awarded her with an honorary doctorate as well as a seat on the 
board of trustees.
She received most of her reporting, writing and anchoring skills at 
television stations in Houston and Philadelphia. While in 
Philadelphia, she produced and wrote “Lady Law”, a documentary 
on women and police work which won the Dupont-Columbia award 
for best news feature. In 1977, when her contract was up with KYW- 
TV in Philadelphia, negotiations began with the 3 networks. In 
September of 1977, she signed with NBC and became Senate cor­
respondent and anchorwoman for Update and the Sunday Night 
News.
In her six years at NBC, Savitch won 4  Emmys, produced a 
special for PBS called Frontline, and made several appearances on 
Meet The Press and the Today Show as well as keeping up with her 
duties as correspondent and anchorwoman.
During the past two years, Savitch suffered great personal losses. 
Her second husband, Dr. Donald Rojlie Payne, ended his life after a 
long bout with a recurring liver ailment. Just months before that, she 
had suffered a miscarriage after four months. At the time of her 
tragedies, she was in the process of writing her autobiography, later 
to be titled Anchorwoman. The book was put aside for a time but 
was finished in 1982.
Savitch considered herself and was considered as the target role 
model for young women searching for careers in television. She was 
the first woman to anchor on prime-time T.V. and although she did 
not pave the golden road to the top for all women wanting “in” the 
business, she certainly proved that there is a road to take for those 
who are dedicated. She felt strongly about the role of women in 
broadcasting and it was just that determination that lifted her to the 
top of an industry where only the very strong survive.
Her autobiography is captivating and well written and as is stated 
in the prologue of the book, she did not wish to dwell on her per­
sonal misfortunes or sacrifices. She felt that the real essence of the 
news broadcaster could be best understood through sharing her 
many career experiences. The last line of her book says it very simp­
ly: “It is the sharing that makes the cycle complete,”
Jessica Savitch, NBC Anchorwoman, was 35.
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Business Dept. Starts New Clubs
by Robert Macre 
Editor-in-Chief
On Sept. 14, a letter was sent to 
Dean Marianne Rehnke from the 
Business Administration Depart­
ment in regards to four new 
Business clubs. That was just the 
beginning, though.
The new clubs are: Transportation & 
Travel Management, Marketing, Manage­
ment, and Accounting-Economics/- 
Finance. Where are the clubs now? They 
recently had their by-laws approved by 
S.A ., contacts have been made with 
several outside companies requesting their 
services, and guest speakers have been 
sought.
By having such clubs on campus, the 
Business Administration/TTM Dept, 
students can “spread the flavor of the 
department to the Colle'ge community and 
to the Buffalo area.” The students want to 
start positive action around here and 
“make the department students’ stay a 
more memorable one.” The clubs will also 
help the students understand what’s going 
on in the outside world.
Students have beenv respective to these 
clubs. The clubs are appreciative to other 
departments in their help in getting clubfe 
going and to Delta Mu Delta (Business 
Honor Society), who instituted the idea.
The clubs also want to have a joint effort 
in helping to enhance Marian Library with 
business publications, focusing on contem­
porary books in business.
The new clubs (along with their 
respected advisors) are: Transportation & 
Travel Management (Sue Côvelli); 
Marketing (Satya Prattipatti) ; Management 
(Dean Lewis, Margaret Wilder, and Stan 
Ross); and Acçounting-Economics/- 
Finance (John Sung, Frank Balcerzak, 
Jerry Bryk, and Majid Ahmadian). The 
student officers are: ■ Marketing - Kathy 
Binder (pres.), Paula Eschberger (VP), 
Omar Lopez (treasurer), and Danny Quar- 
tironi (secretary); Management - Laurie 
Edwards (pres.), Rich Bommer (VP), 
Mark Bersani (treasurer), and Joanne Not- 
to (secretary); TTM - Gina Pefanis (pres.), 
Sue Aquino (VP), Sue Standa (treasurer), 
and Liz Q uinn (se c re ta ry ) ; 
Eco.-Acct./Finance - Debra Plum (près.), 
Mimi Cuddy (VP) , Fran " Carson 
(treasurer), and Cathy LePage (secretary).
Typists: PROFESSIONAL, 
fast, reasonable, all jobs!
Buffalo: 836-3436; 
Tonawanda: 693-7096.
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FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, 
ALWAYS AMONG THE MOST 
ENTHUSIASTIC STALLIONS 
FANS, BELLS SUPERMARKETS 
PRESENTS THE BELLS CAMPUS 
STALLION BATTALION, AT AN 
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE!
FOR JUST $25, ANY COLLEGE 
STUDENT W ILL RECEIVE 
ADMISSION TO ALL 24 






□  Please enroll me as a member of the 
Campus STALLIONS BATTALION 
(membership fee $25.00)










Home Phone School Phone
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE 
IN THE STUDENT AFFAIRS 
OFFICE -  DEAN HUGHES, 
RM. 332, WICK CENTER.
Buffalo Stadions 
Memorial Auditorium 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202 
or call 716-845-6200 
for more information.
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FEATURE EILE
Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
Hotline Now Open, 
Run by N.Y. Kiwanis
FOREST HILLS, NEW YORK 
— The toll-free telephone number 
(800) 522-5417  that can be dialed 
anywhere in New York State is 
now in operation for parents, 
relatives and/or friends of persons 
with drug or alcohol abuse pro­
blems,” according to Kiwanis Inter­
national New York Governor Ed 
McGowen.
This unique program called “Drugs To­
day, Gone Tomorrow,” which was
“This unique  
program  (is) called 
Drugs Today, 
G o n e Tom orrow . »
developed by the Kiwanis clubs in New 
York state, has been most successful in 
helping persons with problems. The pro­
gram is manned by volunteers who keep 
callers’ names anonymous and give infor­
mation on whom to contact in the location 
nearest callers’ homes.
“Most parents of children with drug-
related problems are beside themselves 
with fear and shame and have no 
knowledge of where to turn for help,” 
stated McGow.en. “Due to a personal ex­
perience of a friend of mine, Kiwanis began 
the program to fill this void in society. To 
date, thousands of calls have been received 
and once this program is in full operation in 
New York state, we are considering 
expanding the program on a national basis 
if proper funding can be provided,” 
McGowan continued.
Kiwanis International first addressed drug 
abuse in 1969 and has continued to help 
fight the problem. So it was only natural 
that Samaritan Village, Inc., which ad­
ministers this program, and New York 
District Foundation of Kiwanis International 
became partners.
The hotline staff uses approved lists of 
programs throughout New York state. One 
outlines, programs by county and is pub­
lished by the state division of Substance 
Abuse Services. Another form is published 
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. 
Sending the caller to the right agency is the 
most important responsibility.
Many of the volunteers in the program 
are rehabilitated abusers who' have bene­
fited from the various resources of the pro­
gram during their own recoveries.
Jerry’s Review
By Geraldo Delgado 
Arts Editor
Central America, for those who 
don’t bother with television news or 
who buy the newspapers exclusive­
ly for the comics and the 
horoscope, is in the midst of hor­
rendous political problems. This is 
the subject of the new filmj Under 
Fire, an intense and energetic study 
of journalists working in the middle 
of the worst possible conditions.
The focal point is Nicaragua at the time 
of an interminable, bloody, civil war, the 
perfect time for total bombardment of the 
media. Reporters, cameramen, and 
photographers risk their own lives in order 
to get the perfect picture and the perfect 
story.
The story is as complicated as is the 
politics of the situation. Nick Nolte and 
Joanna Cassidy are off on a routine assign­
ment in Nicaragua. What they find is hard­
ly routine as they discover their love for 
each other and also find that they have 
become emotionally involved with the 
rebels’ causes.
After a while it becomes obvious as to 
who the good guys and the bad guys are. 
The guerrillas are portrayed as frightened, 
strong, and sympathetic individuals, and 
most of them are quite young. The
Nicaraguan army is portrayed as heartless 
and trigger-happy. There is a clear distinc­
tion as to who is who among those 
fighting. The rebels can be distinguished by 
caps, either baseball caps or bright red 
berets. The Army’s appearance is obvious.
The Government also falls into the 
category of the bad guys as they are clearly 
depicted as a government effectively 
hiding damaging information through the 
use of a shrewd American Public Relations 
man, played by Richard Masur. Rene 
Enriguez, of Hill Street Blues fame, hams it 
up as the stuffy Nicaragua*) president.
Nick Nolte does an effective job as the 
photojournalist who snaps his way in and 
out of trouble throughout the war, carrying 
what looks like a ton of cameras. Joanna 
Cassidy, who plays the reporter, is also as 
effective, and does not seem to have been 
put in the film for romance reasons only. 
Gene Hackman, Joanna’s husband in the 
film, is the only one thrown into the picture 
for an added touch to the love triangle.
Under Fire, like the film Missing about 
C.I.A. involvement in the death of an 
American in Chile, is controversial and will 
have a strong impact on the audience, 
although the stress here is mostly on the 
action rather than the performances.
Under Fire is a skillfull portrait of a horri­
ble menace that none will ever understand 
unless they live it. It is a powerful drama 
and is highly recommended.
Daemen Art Grads 
Prove To Be Successful
by Michael Piscitello 
Staff Writer
Those of you who are working 
on your B .F .A .’s and are wonder­
ing and worrying about future 
employment, don’t despair. There 
are good jobs available.
For instance, several Daemen B.F.A. 
graduates have gone on to be quite suc­
cessful in the* work that they do for Images 
in Glass. Images in Glass is a business 
located in Hamburg that restores and 
makes new windows for churches and 
private homes.
This reporter, who is also a B.F.A. stu­
dent in Graphic Design, interviewed Glen 
Albig who, along with his wife Patricia, is 
the owner of Images in Glass. Glen 
graduated from Daemen in 1972, .and 
Patricia graduated in 1970.
Glen had quite a bit to say about the 
wealth of his college experiences and how 
they relate to his job. When asked what 
courses related to his work the best, he 
strongly felt that painting, design, drawing, 
and Art History were the most influential. 
“These classes are helping now,” he feels, 
“in the restoration and design of the 
Prudential Building project.” Most impor­
tantly, he feels that, while in college, he 
and his fellow students were always en-
couraged to put forth their best work and 
to strive for excellence; it is that that is 
helping him out in the business world.
Asked if his current success can be at­
tributed. to his past work in college, he 
replied, “It was at the college that I got my 
start. I was interested in art ever since I was 
a kid. In order to complete college, we 
were*forced to do our best. The quality of
“Thequality o f the 
teaching (in college) in 
turn gave m e the 
dedication in striving 
fo r quality work.
the teaching in turn gave me the dedica­
tion in striving for quality work!”
In discussing the work Images in Glass 
does, he stressed that most of their work is 
based on past performance. He feels that if 
they continue Jo do quality work, their 
reputation will grow along with more 
satisfied clients. Glen and Pat have design­
ed and executed the Sesquicentennial 
Wall Mural in the Buffalo Convention 
Center, the restoration work on Our Lady 
of Victory Basilica, and St. Joseph’s 
Church in Tonawanda.
m  m
Photo by Nancy Grasso/The Ascent
R M  ¡
Som e o f  the Images o f  Glass staff.
GO FOR IT, GO TO IT!
CAREER EXPO ’83
FRIDAY, NOV. 4 ,1 9 8 3  10:00A M -4:00P M
BUFFALO CONVENTION CENTER 
FREE ADMISSION TO WNY COLLEGE STUDENTS
GO TO THE EXPO AND...
• DISCUSS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
• MEET ORGANIZATION REPS.
• MAKE NAT. AND LOCAL CONTACTS -
• ATTEND CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS
• ASSESS YOUR CAREER CHOICES 







Bryant & Stratton 
Business Institute 
Canisius College 
Daemen College* * * 
D'Youville College 
Erie Community College 
Hilbert College
Contact your career 
planning and  
placem ent office for 
further info. 






State University College at Buffalo 
State University College at Fredonia 
State University of New York at Buffalo 
Trocaire College 
Villa Maria College
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Senior Art Student Reflects Upon Her Art and Training
by Susan Picerno 
Staff Writer
Many of us have enjoyed stopp­
ing on our lunch hour or in another 
free moment to take a walk 
through Daemen’s Art Gallery. As 
one does so, many questions arise 
in the mind of a student who is not 
an art major. What is it like to be an 
art student at Daemen? How do 
you learn the proper techniques for 
expressing what you want to say? I 
found out the answers to these and 
other questions in an interview with 
senior art student, Susan Dunning. 
As we talked, Susan was putting 
the finishing touches on a portrait 
of a young woman.
Q; I’d  like to get a sense o f  what you 
think o f  D aem en ’s Art program.
Photo by Nancy Grasso/The Ascent
Susan Dunning alongside one o f  her paintings.
SD: It has helped me a lot. Sometimes 
the tuition seems high, but it’s worth it 
because the program is a good one. I 
learned about using both your fingers and 
your mind in drawing something. When I 
was in high school, you would just pick up 
a pencil, draw something, and assume you 
had done something really great. At
Do You Want To 
Work In Govt.?
Consider spending the spring semester 
at the State Capitol if you would like an 
active learning experience in state 
government. The New York State 
Assembly sponsors internships for college 
juniors, seniors, and graduate students.
The programs begin in January with a 
week of orientation to state government 
and the legislative process. Interns work 
with Assembly members and are directly 
involved in the legislative process. They 
also attend classes and discussion groups 
led by resident faculty at the Capitol. 
Most colleges award a semester of credit 
for participation in the Assembly Intern 
Program. All majors may apply.
Assembly Session Interns receive a 
$1,000 stipend and assistance in locating 
housing. Assembly Graduate Scholars 
serve as full-time professional staff to 
Assembly leaders and receive $8 ,000  
stipends. For further information, contact 
your College Liaison Officer or the 
Assem bly Intern Program ; 8 2 9 A  
Legislative Office Building; Albany, New 
York, 12248; (518) 455-4704.
Daemen, they taught me that that was 
wrong. The student critiques in class have 
been really useful. At first, the students 
were afraid to criticize anyone’s work, but 
now they do and it really helps you to see 
what you’re doing wrong.
Q: What do  you think o f  the Gallery in 
Duns Scotus Hall?
SD: Both the Gallery and the art show 
openings we have give you a taste of the 
real world. You always wonder what it will 
be like to display your work and send out 
invitations to the public to come. By hav­
ing the opening here, you get the first one 
under your belt.
Q: What would you say to the person  
who enjoys contemporary art but d oes  not 
fe e l  he has the proper background in art to 
appreciate it fully?
SD: A lot of people feel that they don’t 
understand abstract art. I would suggest 
they read books on the artist’s work to 
understand it better. Most abstract artists, if 
you take a look at their work, are also very 
good realistic artists. But that isn’t how they 
choose to express themselves. It doesn’t 
have to be something realistic to be 
something. An abstract work can express 
emotions, too.
Q: How much o f  what you draw is in­
spiration, and how much is technique? Or 
is it som ething else altogether?
SD: It is both inspiration and book lear­
ning. You learn a lot of your technique 
from studying the work of other artists, but 
you draw from your own experience. For 
instance, I am currently studying Degas to 
see how he expressed movement in his
paintings of dance. I also needed some ex­
amples of how an artist paints light on 
faces, so I’m looking at how John Singer 
Sargent handled it; but my paintings will 
come from my own experience.
t
Q: I would think that after working so  
hard on a painting, it would b e  like giving 
up a p iece o f  yourself to sell it.
SD: I haven’t sold any major works yet. 
I did sell some sketches of which I was par­
ticularly proud. I miss them, but I wanted 
the money, and this is the real world. If I 
tried to keep everything I have done, I 
would run out of room very soon. I only 
sell to someone I think really cares about 
and wants my painting. Some people only 
buy art if they think it is about to go up in 
value. I won’t sell to someone who doesn’t 
care about the painting itself.
DINING OUT 
DINING OUT
WITH CRAIG AND MARGE
by Craig Sherlock 
and Marge Spongia 
Staff Writers
The Wehrle Restaurant 
29  Wehrle Drive (a short V2 -mile 
south of Harlem Road) 
837-0050
Rating: Unable to determine 
Food: ?
Cleanliness: A bit overdone 
Price Range: Reasonable 
Service: Waitresses????
Accessible to the handicapped
Have you ever wanted to shed 
those extra pounds but just didn’t 
have the umph to resist good food? 
Have you ever felt that the only 
way to lose weight was to strap 
your arms to boards so that you 
couldn’t bend them at the elbows? 
Well, if this is the case, we found 
the perfect place for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner. Our recommen­
dation is a dieter’s delight — The 
Wehrle Restaurant.
When we arrived, we were encourage 
to sit anywhere we would like. There were 
many seats available: tables, booths, and 
even space at the counter. We selected a 
booth near the waitresses’ pick-up 
counter. We were promptly each given a 
glass of cold water and a menu by a smiling 
waitress who said, “I’ll be back to take your 
order.” We’re sending that joke to Joan 
Rivers.
As we opened the menus we gasped at 
the variety of dishes offered, as is usual in 
most diners. The Wehrle Restaurant is 
noted for its Greek/American cuisine. In 
order to experience a bit of Greek food, 
one dish was selected from a variety of 
Greek dinners. This selection, Mousaka, is
a mixture of alternating layers of eggplant, 
ground beef, and potatoes, served with 
pita bread. It sounded simply delicious. 
The second dish selected was meatloaf 
because one of us (who shall remain 
nameless) has the notion that, “You can 
always judge a restaurant by its meatloaf.” 
By the way, papers are being drawn up for 
the nameless author to be committed to 
Buffalo Psychiatric Center for evaluation.
After making our selections, we placed 
the menus at the- side of the table and ex­
pected the waitress to quickly take our 
orders. As the seconds passed to minutes, 
we began to review our day’s events. 
Slowly the day’s events were exhausted; 
we moved onto the, week’s events, the 
month’s events, and before we knew it we 
were discussing our graduation from train­
ing pants to “the real thing.”
We casually noted that other diners had 
arrived and were stuffing their faces while 
we were to be contented with our glass of 
now lukewarm water.
For our entertainment, the waitresses 
stood no more than two feet away from us> 
referring to our booth as “the man with the 
blue sweater;; and debated over who 
should serve us. To keep us amused, they 
did this not once, not twice, but FOUR 
times. During the second in-depth debate, 
a waitress finally spoke up and said, “Yes, 
that is my table.” Unfortunately, she 
seemed to have melted into the wood­
work, never to be seen or heard from 
again. We are offering a $1 reward for any 
information leading to the discovery of the 
missing waitress.
Finally a glimmer of hope arrived: a 
busboy appeared. Without a single word, 
he swiftly cleaned our ashtray, picked up 
our menus, smiled, nodded, and left.
At this point, we came to the realization 
that in order to capture a waitress’ atten­
tion we may have to a) do a strip tease or 
b) ignite outselves. But being the shy per­
sons that we are, we simply made loud
references to time. For example, “We will 
give them 5 more minutes.” In one last- 
ditch effort we reviewed our bathing habits 
for the day. We found that we both had 
showered, had used deodorant, had our 
shoes on, and had clean clothing. We 
questioned whether this nightmare was for 
real and pinched each other to determine 
that it was. But this time we had been 
seated for 40 minutes.
; After the allotted time had elapsed, we 
painfully stood, with our stomachs ques­
tioning why our throats had been cut. 
Enraged, we inched our way over the 
cashier.
We were greeted with a smile and 
“check please.” Baffled, we looked at each 
other, wondering if they had the audacity 
to charge for water. We briefly summariz­
ed our experience. Unable to control 
ourselves, we couldn’t resist mentioning 
the purpose of our visit. Not expecting the 
priceless response, “Oh Great!” we wished 
we had brought along our Memorex and 
Kodachrome.
As she extended her apologies, we 
hysterically stumbled out. We glimpsed the 
golden arches and made a bee-line. Still in 
hysterics, we placed our order and were 
promptly served. Although it was not the 
meal we expected in the beginning of our 
trip, our appetites were satisfied and our 
spirits improved.
Postscript: We ch ose  the Wehrle 
Restaurant because o f  the g ood  recom ­
mendations we had  received. Our ex ­




* * good 
* * * very good 
* * * * excellent
Mr. Sherlock and Miss Spongia visit 
these restaurants anonymously and unan­
nounced.
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Ascent Word Search Photo Society
of Famous Actors and Actresses Sponsors Contest
by Sha O’Connor 
-r : ....
s A F L L E S D E J O H N S T A M O S C L E D K
D E A N L U I F D E N M E T U L N E T G E D O C
I L R U I T A F S O M B I H I I N G I Z R D O H
E A R L I T T O U E E Ù X T R N A W M R E I P R
I l A V E L L H I N L R O V E D W I O T H E Q I
.H O H E W N E I T W O T K L M A P A T N A M R S
S M F O A L L E E L E R T C A E M Y H P I O U T
E C A R T O M S E ‘ L L E K R O V B E Y T E R L Y
K K W N E R K S R O T N H A S A C E H N T P Y B
O F C O L E C A L I P 0 P E R N L S U O Y H A R
O W E M L N A H N B E L V T I S M T T N A Y T I
R K T N J Z I D E L I D E I M N O D T E H G H N
B E T I A O J I O A N S B T C D C A' O Ü N E T K
M Y O L Y L Y V C I M A R L S O t D N N I V O E L
A I N I J A L A I B T N O M o N Y O Y O F L B E
C C E R O H M D B M E A j W I O D T E K O O N Y
H T I A H A O M T A C I A A H I D L N B O E Z E
E O F M N S T W C B I O M N A N E L T K T M O M
R R T È . H R I S T O P H E R R E E V E) W L W L I
Y I G L P A N A A D S A E A R B E L O H O R E O
L A J A P E A R N E H M L I I A P V D J E R K K
T P A R E M C N L R' R O Y S S H C E I B L C N W
I R I K R E I W E E D N I D O D M W O A I H A O
E l L G M O T H T K A S R E N I I H T R A E C S
G N T A A L A R R C A O B O R N L L E B Y V U R
S C H B T B A E Y E F E E D D G G D D I B Y Y E
É E E L E C V L M D C R B N R A O Y N B E C V M
V P O E A E L T E A W O E O D R L O H E L H L D
E A N D I A P R T H K O H W B L D U D N T A O S
N L N N E E T E O D R T R w Y O I W J T Y S U E
T Y A R C R S W R O T E E u T R E I T O B E u N
L , C I C E A I W Q N D- T V I O D H L S N T I c N
U V O B U D I O H W T I E p T T A L L I T N A A
A L O U W L S V O A U L Y R H H W O L W R P O Z
Y R L Y I L C E H M C O D A E A N N I A S I M U





























Jill St. John 
Elizabeth Taylor 
Cheryl Tiegs
$6 ,000  in prizes, including a 
$1 ,000  Grand Prize, will be award­
ed in the World Photography Con­
test, sponsored by the World 
Photography Society. 205  prizes 
will be awarded.
All photographers are welcome to enter. 
Photographs on any theme and in any 
style are eligible for the $1,000 Grand 
Prize and for the 204 other prizes. Special 
prizes will be awarded for photos on nine 
different themes.
Photos may be color slides, color prints, 
or black-and-white prints. Photographers 
may enter as many photos as they wish.
Aspiring or little-known photographers 
are especially encouraged to enter. Accor­
ding to the Contest Director Joel Andrews, 
“ We want to spotlight talented  
photographers, and help them gain 
greater public recognition. Photos are 
judged in originality and photo interest, 
not just on technical skill.”
Do not send  photographs yet! Interested 
persons should request free information 
and entry forms from: World Photography 
Contest, Box 1170, Capitola, California 
95010. Entry forms will also be available at 
many camera shops.
* * * *  COMING EVENTS * * * *
SAT. NOV. 5th 
Football Jersey Party 
Beer — Wine — Soda 
$.75 Iced Teas
$1.00 Admission 
F irs t D rink  Free  
For Everyone W earing  
A Foo tba ll Je rsey  
Sponsored by Junior Class
SAT. NOV. 12th 
Semi-Formal
fe a tu r in g
“ Prime Suspects” 
$.75 Mixed Drinks 
$2.00 Admission
D re ss  A p p ro p r ia te ly  P lease  
Sponsored By
Junior and Freshm an C lasses
Retreat (from page 1)
able to make the retreat myself, I can easily 
say that it offered a very beautiful ex­
perience under the direction of Father Don 
and Sr. Anne Marie from Daemen and Sr. 
Ruth Marie of the Campus Ministry of Erie 
Community College. The students were 
offered many opportunities to learn about 
themselvbs, about God, and about other 
people.
Mount Carmel had many things to offer 
— good food, a beautiful natural setting, 
and some very wonderful architecture. 
The program offered a retreat from pre­
sent circumstances, such as school, 
classes, jobs, etc., but if it was a retreat in 
this sense, it was also a journey into 
oneself. We had the chance to search 
within ourselves, our friends op the 
journey, and God; and we changed and 
grew from that often difficult but worth­
while journey.
Along the way there was song, laughter, 
friendship, a birthday celebration, relaxa­
tion, prayer, and much more. The group 
ended their trip with a stop at the Cana­
dian and American side of,the Falls, where 
we became soaked in the shower of mist, 
but enjoyed each other and the scenery.
Abbey Square
SPECIALS:
$2.75 Pitchers of Schmidts Beer Anytime
*  *  *
10C Wings on Tuesdays & Thursdays from 9 pm-2 am
* * *
Monday Night Football
Pitcher of Beer with a Double Order of Wings
$4.00
*  afe *
Just St. Pauli Girl Party Coming Soon!
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$2 ,500  ‘Buster’ Painting 
Is Raffled By 
Niagara Falls Aquarium
NIAGARA FALLS, N Y -A n  
original painting of Buster, the 
oldest freshwater dolphin in captivi­
ty, can be yours if your ticket is 
drawn in a raffle sponsored by 
Buster’s home, the Aquarium of 
Niagara Falls.
This likeness of Buster, valued at 
$2500, was painted by Richard Ellis, 
foremost marine artist and author in 
America, who will draw the winning raffle 
ticket while in town to present a lecture on 
marine life at the Aquarium, Thursday,
“A n y o n e selling 1 0 0  
or m ore raffle 
tickets will be  
entitled to a 
‘love-in’ swim 
with Buster. ”
December 8, 1983, 8 :00  p.m.
The framed painting, now displayed at 
the Aquarium, was donated by Richard J . 
Wehle, president of Wehle Electric, and 
was featured in Ellis’ book, Dolphins and












Porpoises. Funds raised in the raffle, which 
is the Aquarium’s major fund-raising event 
this year, will defray the facility’s operating 
. expenses including care and feeding of the 
animal collection.
Tickets are available at the Aquarium for 
a $1.00 donation. Ticket stubs are 
redeemable for free french fries at par­
ticipating McDonald’s restaurants.
Second prize in the drawing is a 
“love-in” swim with Buster. One hundred 
third prizes of family memberships will also 
be awarded.
Anyone selling 100 or more raffle tickets 
will be entitled to a “love-in” swim with 
Buster. School groups, scout troops, civic 
and service organizations may earn 
Aquarium memberships by volunteering 
to sell raffle tickets. For information, con­
tact Terri Mazza at the Aquarium, 
285-3575 or 692-2665.
Buster was collected on an expedition to 
the Amazon River, sponsored by the 
Aquarium in 1965, and has lived here 
ever since. He is estimated to be 22 years 
old. This freshwater dolphin species (Inia 
geoffrensis) is found exclusively in South 
America in tributaries of the Amazon and 
Orinoco Rivers.
Aquarium of Niagara Falls is a division 
of Sea Research Foundation, Inc. , a non­
profit organization dedicated to public 
education and research .
Big and little, happy and sad... 
many with serious health problems.
United Way agencies help them grow 
to become all that they can be.
You help them when you give to 
United Way.
United Way
of Buffalo & Erie County
African Art Is Topic of Series
The Museum of African & African- 
American Art kicked off its Humanities 
Lecture Series on Sunday, October 23, 
1983. The Lecture Series is part of the 
Museum’s coihmunity outreach and is 
designed to bring scholars, artists and com­
munity residents together in a cultural set­
ting to learn, discuss, and explore the arts 
and humanities.
Lecturers and topics included in the 
Series are:
November 23, 1983  
“Great Zimbabwe: Ancient Seat of 
Culture,” Molefi Kete Asante, Curator, 
Museum of African and African-American 
Arts and Antiquities, and Professor,
SUNY-Buffalo.
December 11, 1983 
“The Present and Future Prospects of 
Black Theater,” Ed Smith, Associate Pro­
fessor, SUNY-Buffalo.
January 8, 1984
“African-American Folk Art,” Mary 
Twinning, Associate Professor, State 
University College at Buffalo.
January 22, 1984  
“Language and Liberation,” Keith 
Baird, Associate Professor, State Universi­
ty College at Buffalo.
Lectures are open to the public and 
there is no admission charge.
‘Cabaret’ Dances Its Way To Studio Arena
Next on stage at Studio Arena 
Theatre is Cabaret, a vivid, brilliant 
musical based on a play be John 
Van Druten and stories by 
Christopher Isherwood. Cabaret, 
which plays through November 20, 
is a stunning musical with wit and 
spirit. Cabaret is considered a 
milestone in the development of 
the American musical and is built 
around the cabaret, music hall 
vaudeville style extant in the Berlin 
of prepwar Germany just before 
New Year’s Eve of 1930 and is set 
to some of the best music ever writ­
ten. Cabaret was first presented on
November 20 , 1966  at the
Broadhurst Theatre in New York 
City and won eight Tony awards.
Directing this production is Carl Schurr 
with Terrence Sherman as musical director 
and M ary Ja n e  H oudina as 
choreographer. The designers are Gary C. 
Eckhart, scenery; John Carver Sullivan, 
costumes; and Robby Monk, lighting. 
Robert Spencer plays the exciting role of 
the Master of Cerem onies; Joh n  
didrichsen plays Clifford Bradshaw, and 
Kathleen Conry plays Sally Bowles, a fet­
ching singer at the cabaret. Also included 
in the cast are: Blake Atherton, Gerry 
Burkhardt, John Buscaglia, Jeffrey 
Dreisbach, Jim DeMunn, Richard Fann­
ing, Becca Greene, Suzanne Kennedy,
Robert Lund, Michael McAssey, Mary 
McMahon, Corinne Melancon, Timothy 
Meyers, Evelyn Page, Stan Rubin, 
Maureen Sadusk, Synn Safrit, Brad Scott, 
Sharon Strait, and Pegg Winter.
Tickets for the musical can be purchased 
at the Studio Arena box office, 710 Main 
S tr e e t ,  or ch arg ed  by p h o n e , 
716/856-5650 and run from $10.50 to 
$ 2 0 .0 0  for performances Tuesdays 
through Sundays. ADS vouchers and all 
major credit cards accepted.
This production is made possible, in 
part, with public funds from the New York 
State Council on the Arts and a grant from 
the National Endowment for thè Arts in 
Washington, D.C., a federal agency, and 
from Erie County and the City of Buffalo.
o e a u t u  m a k e r s ^ 3
$5 GIFT FOR YOU*
MEN’S CUTS Reg. $12
WOMEN’S CUTS Reg. $16
PERMS Reg. $29
ELECTROLYSIS Reg. $17
* First Time Customer - $5.00 Discount
Northtown Plaza at Sheridan Drive
8 3 2 - 0 8 8 2
(Appointments Appreciated) Expires: 11/17/83
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SPORTS
Lady Warriors Put Up A Good Fight In Recent Games
by Chris Sanchez 
Sports Editor
On Oct. 11, the Lady Warriors lost to a 
fine offensive RIT squad. The Lady War­
riors got off to a fine start on a goal by Col­
leen Costello off a penalty kick. The shot 
was perfect, beating the RIT goalie to the 
upper comer, but then they could do no
more as RIT’s offense scored four times to 
beat the Lady Warriors 4-1. Fine perfor­
mances were turned in by Deb Harrington, 
Cindy Mullen, Amy Kubiak and Donna 
Gulick.
On Oct. 19, the girls from Houghton 
beat the Lady Warriors 2-0 in a hard- 
fought, well-played game. Brenda Hamil-
tion and the defense were brilliant, but the 
girls could not mount any type of offen­
sive. Outstanding defensive performances 
were turned in by Amy Kubiak, Sue 
Ayers, and Donna Gulick. The Houghton 
girls got a goal each half, to summarize the 
scoring.
The Lady Warriors lost on Saturday, 
Oct. 22 to the Canisius girls in a truly heart­
breaking loss. The girls rallied from a 2-0 
deficit late in the first half on goals by 
Theresa Corcoran and Colleen Costello. 
The goal that Theresa got was a beautiful 
shot that bounced off the left post and into 
the net. Colleen’s goal was a shot that she 
put in off a rebound.
The Houghton girls, however, got 
another goal late in the half to take a 3-2 
lead. The Lady Warriors tied the score at 
three on a beautiful goal off of a direct hit 
by Denise Link. Again, though, late in the 
game, the Houghton girls scored the goal 
that proved to be the final margin of vic­
tory. Colleen Costello was absolutely 
brilliant, setting up many plays and taking 
many fine shots.
ABORTION?
There is another way. Call 
R .A .P. Responsible Adoles­
cen t P aren tin g , ( 7 16 )  
8 2 4 -4 7 0 9  for Free  help with 
your pregnancy. Medical 
care, counseling, prepared 
childbirth and after care ser­
vices are all available. Call 
Now!
Women’s Intramural 
Football Was A 
First For Some
by Gina Marie Pettitt 
Features Editor
When the players took to the field Sun­
day, October 16, at 2 :00  p.m., the spec­
tators got what may have been an unex­
pected surprise. The women’s intramural 
football played their first game of the 
season.
The Lady Warriors battle it out in a recent game.
Men’s Soccer Fight With Canisius
by Chris Sanchez 
Sports Editor
The Golden Warriors lost 7-3 to a 
powerful Canisius squad on Oct. 12. 
Canisius first dominated the first half as 
they scored four goals to give them a com­
fortable halftime lead. The Golden War­
riors, though, would not lie down and die.
In the second half, the Warriors scored
three times to make the game closer. Chris 
Dulakis, John Baird, and Humphrey Ibeh 
scored the Warrior’s goals. Canisius scored 
three more goals, however, to win the 
game.
The Warriors played well, but they really 
didn’t have the “touch” they needed in 
order to win, as was shown in this game.
The Golden Warriors work on improving their season mark.
CAMPUS PARKING
With the constmction of the Athletic Facility , we will be 
losing approximately 50-60; parking spaces in the front 
parking lot, south of Duns Scotus Building.
We have additional parking planned and construction 
has already begun. In the interim, you may continue to 
park in the front parking lot between the fencing and Main 
Street. We will also permit off roadway parking on the 
grass until the parking situation is settled.
However, please remember that we must keep all road­
ways clear as fire lanes.
Intramural Football
Men
1) P -O n s
2 ) C la s s  o f 6 6 * e r s
3 ) W o lf P a ck ( 8 1 )
4 ) B u m  Out Squad
5 ) 111





U ) 5 9 f e r s
1 2 ) Too H ot To H an d le
1 3 ) 6 6  E
Sun Sun Sun
11/6 11/ 13 11/ 20
Noon 5 - 1 4 - 8 5 - 6
1 :0 0 2 - 3 2 - 5 3 - 7
2 :0 0 1 2 - 1 3 1 1 -1 3 2 - 4
3 :0 0 7 - 8 6 - 1 9 - 1
4 : 0 0 9 - 4 3 - 9
Bye 6 7 8
11 12
This game, without a doubt, was much 
less competitive than the men’s games. 
Most of the players were just playing for 
the fun of it. The two teams playing were 
76 and 66E. There were originally three 
teams, but one withdrew. All the earlier 
games were cancelled either because of 
rain or a shortage of players on one or both 
teams. The final score was 6-0, with 76 
winning.
Many of the women were unsure of the 
exact rules and plays. Offensive linemen 
often waited until three before moving to 
block the defensive line; there were dif­
ficulties with the hike also. The referee was 
helpful as far as explaining where the line 
was supposed to be.
For many of the women, this was their 
first attempt at football outside practice. 
Considering this, they didn’t do too badly.
On Friday, November 11th, 




Buy one or a dozen!
Wick Foyer — 7 :30  am - ?
j
What You Cai Do About World Huhger
On the Thursday before Thanksgiving, November 17th, DAEMEN 
COLLEGE will join with many others across our country in a 
‘FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST. For each meal that you give up, 
Food Service will make a donation. Sign-up 
for fasting will be in Wick Foyer.
Sponsored by CAMPUS MINISTRY.
Qxfam
America
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I'M  IN THE  
PLÜAA&ING
GARFIELD® by Jim  Davis
J ? M  C W ? 5  1
JU5T PONT 
FLUSH TME ‘ 
TOILET
BANANAS by Marianne Bárnas
H\ t>AD. HOW 
DOES »T FEEL 
TO BE Ml j  
E N T R E - P R E N E U R  
V .
G R .O W L
V E L L F O L K S G r U E S S  




So +Vûs »s Vupt our 
u>W*V‘s causing vwnurnèmt irò 
all -the +he ttaááock 
exci+erv\ent. \  Wars wHk
Y ìàm ^ s 
0 * f  “tV o S €  
LtfWî -fot̂ Vif
, y] o
j b ü +  y * 4  
tjôv*vpôn<-f
u a s  . 
c á f > w r e d .
C J e r e  q o u ' 
U jo o n d e d  ?  
\
“T h a iV  romj k .
T  r̂ MevnloR̂  it* 
u je H  ••• e x p l o s i o n s  
c y e r c jw b e r e  {
by Mike Scam
TL
B o a t o
Sb rew m v  
-IWôu?V\ The 
w a t e r .
e œ r q -
u/Weve, vi wès a w»9Vrt>»»r€.
" T h e y  <di«<l J i k e  
real -FisL.
•TVrty u>ér€ s M t?  .
\  ^  N O / f i l l e W .
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Do you have a problem you would like to discuss 
with someone who can help you? Then come see 
the PEER COUNSELORS at 18E Campus Drive. 
Open M-Th, 7 pm - 10 pm. On weekends, there
HELP WANTED: Child care, clerical, 
housekeeping, restaurant, sales, 
telephone/marketing. Our part-time 
and full-time job listings are updated 
daily. This is a partial listing 'of jobs 
available. Please come to the Place­
ment Office, 18 East Campus Dr. for a 
complete job description. Also, check 
the Job Opportunities Bulletin for all 
areas. Contact Mrs. Nancy Hans at 
ext. 251 for further information in any 
job area.
Have Any Upcoming 
Event You Want 
Coverage Of? 
Contact The Ascent 
at ext. 327  or box 419 .
LOST: One Timex Quartz 
watch with tan leather band, 
iom an numberals, battery 
operated. $20  reward. Please 
call Katy anytime at 689-9286 . 
So questions will be asked.
HOUSE A HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT FOR A WEEKEND 
(NOV. 12th and 13th)!!
On November 12th the Admissions 
Office will be busing prospective 
Daemen students to our campus for 
the Open House program on Sunday, 
November 13th. If you would like to 
have a student stay in your dorm 
room for the weekend, please contact 
Bill Kraus in the Admissions Office 







9 a.m. - 4  p.m.
Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays 
8 :3 0  a.m. - 9 :3 0  p.m.
Thursdays, Fridays 
8 :3 0  a.m. - 4 :3 0  p.m.
are two Peer Counselors on duty. Ask at Wick 
Desk. Stop in. You’re always welcome!
The Schiller Park Senior Citizens Center needs you! 
We are looking for new volunteers for our Friendly 
Visiting Program and/or our Elderly Ear Program. 
Why not show someone that you care — It’s easy 
... just spend one hour a week visiting someone 
who is lonely, homebound, simply in need of a 
friend. Or, reach out by lending your ear via a 
phone call right from your own home. If you wish to 
volunteer or if you know someone who could 
benefit from a visitor or a phone call, contact An­
nette Zaccari at 895-2727.
Bring a littld' sunshine into someone’s life — it’s a 
great feeling!
If any student has not received his/her Student 
Loan, please note that checks are sent directly to 
you, the borrower. If any questions need to be 
answered, please inquire to your Lending Institu­
tion.
FOR SALE
Canon AE-1 with case and 50  mm fens. $120. 
Practically brand new. Contact Kim Kosinski 
823-3115.
PERSONALS
Gary, find some more satin ribbon and I’ll give in ...
again
Do you want to the the last o n e  to learn speed 
reading??? Call ext. 348.
Congratulations to the newest brothers of Phi Beta 
Gamma: Chris Delehanty, Jim Barwell, Kevin 
Tharp, David Lacki, Dave Emhof, and Mark 
Greenly. —Love your brothers of PBG
Too Hot To Handle, If you cut me, do I not bleed... 
(you know the rest). —Lips
P.M ., 2  months is a long time, but I know you’re as 
crazy as me. Many more, R.R.
This is an early Happy Birthday greeting! 
Remember, you are a unique person. R.R.
Svenson, Wanta talk dirty?
To the Teddybear in 84 , Teddybears aren’t the only 
ones who need hugs. Let’s have another hug ses­
sion. Cheer Up Squad.
Frenchy, How big is your frog today?
To the creators of anxiously Ralph, thanks for the 
flower. From love lips.
46E  — I love you all. Bouncer
Donald, I’m still waiting for your letter. You’ll have 
to fill me in on LIU! How do you like the Big Apple? 
See ya soon, BMM. P .S . — How are Me & Mona 
doing?
WARNING: Patrick H. is picking up dog habits. 
He’s starting to eat Milkbone dog biscuits with his 
beer!! He must b e  stopped  now  before he starts 
eating Purina Cat Chow!
PLACE YOUR OWN CLASSIFIED AD!
It’s easy and free to the Daemen College com­
munity.
Just fill out this form (or. include necessary infor­
mation on a separate sheet of paper) and send it 
to the ASCENT, Box 4 19 , campus mail.
Check type of ad:
□  Announcement
□  For Sale




□  Help Wanted





E x h ib itio n  Dates:
O c to b er 24  - 
N ovem ber 10, 1 98 3
Daem en G allery  
4 3 8 0  M ain  S treet 
A m h ers t, N ew  Y o rk  1 4 2 2 6
W eekdays:
9 :0 0  A .M . - 4 : 0 0  P.M.
Student Checking at Student Prices
Especially for Daemen College Students
If you need a low-cost checking account 
and have a valid Daemen College ID card, 
you have just qualified for an account at Key 
Bank.
Open a checking account at Key Bank and 
pay only a $12.00 annual fee (plus a check 
printing charge) for unlimited checkwriting 
privileges. No monthly or per check charge.
No minimum balance required. But you will 
have to be responsible for keeping an ample 
balance to cover any checks that you do write 
and we will not honor any overdrafts.
We’re the local bank that’s part of the Key 
Banks Inc. network of banking offices around 
the state. From Buffalo to Albany. From 
Plattsburgh to Long Island.
Come in and open your checking account today.
At a price like this, you can’t afford not to.
\buVe the key to everything we do.
4516 Main Street, Snyder, New York 14226 Telephone 839-5330
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